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ESSnet Big Data WP2: Webscraping Enterprise Characteristics 
Methodological note 

The ESSnet BD WP2 performs joint web scraping experiments following in multiple countries, using as much as 

possible the same methodological concepts. The aim is to derive experimental statistics on enterprises from 

information found on the web, especially the websites of enterprises. It should be noted that these statistics 

have not reached maturity in terms of harmonisation, coverage or methodology. At this point they are to be 

treated as the output of research experiments and they do not necessarily align with the official statistics 

published on this subject. 

Use case: E-commerce 

Country: BG 

Date: 2018-02-06  

Authors: Kostadin Georgiev and Galya Stateva  

Data sources 
- The Statistical Business Register (SBR)  

- Responses from Bulgarian ICT survey  

- URL Inventory of enterprises 

- Search results from Bing Search API on the enterprises’ names   (as defined by the ICT survey, >10 

persons, limited NACE category) 

Population 
- The List of enterprises with known websites found with URLs Retrieval use-case (11442) 

- Number of searches in www.bing.com (with ISTAT software): 27489 

Methodology 
I. Methodological procedures with BNSI software:  

1. Configure the information in the conf.php file. 

2. Add necessary database table fields according to the information in the conf.php file. 

3. Run scrap.v3.php script to get up to 3 prediction for e-commerce URLs of the enterprises 

based on scraped data from the enterprises web sites. 

4. Run list_estore.php script to choose manually the correct e-commerce URLs of the 

enterprises. 

5. Run list_estore_lost.php script to find missed e-commerce URLs with 10% sample extracted 

from enterprises we don’t predict e-commerce websites with scrap.v3.php script. 

6. Run the info.php script to see statistics from the above executed steps for E-commerce URLs 

at regional level and NACE categories.  

The BNSI E-commerce URLs scripts are available at 

https://github.com/kostadingeorgiev/bnsi_bigdata 

https://github.com/kostadingeorgiev/bnsi_bigdata
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II. Methodological procedures with ISTAT software:  

1. Make a list with enterprises IDs and URLs from MySQL database containing enterprises with 

known websites found with URLs Retrieval use-case (11442). 

2. Run RootJuice.jar with the list with enterprises IDs and URLs. 

3. Get running Solr 4.10.4 and create a data collection. 

4. Configure the data collection and run the SolrTSVImporter.jar with the result file from the 

RootJuice.jar program, to populate the Solr data collection. 

5. Create a positive and negative list for e-commerce key words. 

6. Run FirmDocTermMatrixGenerator.jar with created positive and negative lists for the Solr 

data collection. 

7. Analyze the results obtained from the execution of the UrlMatchTableGenerator.jar with 

Custom R script. 

The ISTAT software is available at https://github.com/SummaIstat/.  

Related figures 

I. The results from URLs E-commerce (with BNSI software) procedure is:   

 

Predicted e-stores of enterprises with script 1: 2148 

Predicted e-stores of enterprises with script 2: 1809 

Predicted e-stores of enterprises with script 3: 1279 

E-stores of enterprises found with the project: 1106 

Missed e-stores of enterprises in 10% sample: 59 

Expected number of e-stores of enterprises: 1106+59*10~=1696 

The benchmark analysis was carried out between the ICT survey 2017 data and URLs E-commerce 

(ICT survey question: Enterprises which sold via a website or apps - via their own website or apps 

(Yes, No)?). The total 11442 enterprises with known URLs were object of the URLs E-commerce 

procedure and 4776 of them were in the scope of the ICT survey 2017.  The number of full matches 

(Yes/Yes and No/No results in the both sources) are 4386 or 91.83% success of the URLs E-commerce 

procedure.   

II. The results from URLs E-commerce (with ISTAT software) procedure is:   

The obtained result after execution of the UrlMatchTableGenerator.jar is a matrix with 10022 rows 

of enterprises and 65 columns of words for e-commerce. This matrix is a starting point for R script 

analysis.  

Limitations and future work 

- The ICT survey was carried out in the beginning of 2017, where the URLs E-commerce 

procedure was performed in February 2018.  We intend to repeat the comparison when the 

ICT survey 2018 results for e-commerce are available. It’s probably will lead to the more 

accurate results; 

 

https://github.com/SummaIstat/
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- The output results are better than SGA-I results and we may conclude that URLs E-commerce 

procedure could be used in the real statistical production and improving the quality of the 

ICT survey, including could be integrated to the ICT methodology; 

- We are just in the beginning of the analysis with R script and BNSI staff isn’t so experienced 

with R.  Also, the analysis phase with R script isn’t well documented and hasn’t clear 

methodological guidelines yet;  

- Compared to SGA-I, we use more extended keyword lists. Script predicts more e-commerces, 

but at the same time, number of missed e-commerces  in a 10% sample are twice as many as 

the previous project. There is a room for improving the prediction script and refining the key 

words lists;    

- There were some problems with running the FirmDocTermMatrixGenerator.jar caused by 

lack of support for Bulgarian language in some of the components used.  Particularly, words 

which are lemmatized with TreeTagger and stemmed with SnowballStemmer.  

 

 

 

       


